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read the introduction... but basically, mario needs more than just him and his brother. so bario joins
them. and prepare for a twist around chapter 30.
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0 - intro and prologue
Super Mario Country
the story

Introduction
bowser is at it again. except, he's decided to take over two lands of the mushroom kingdom and all of
dinosaur land. and he's taken on a new appearance. using the super mario transformer cherry invented
by the crazed iggy koopa, the cruel genius ludwig von koopa, and the constant trouncing from marios
power-ups from bowser jr., he turns into mario but has green overalls, and has a b on his cap. he sets
out to obtain the giant power star and the big shine sprite so that he may obtain ultimate power and
defeat the super mario bros. the mario bros. set out to stop bowser in his tracks. however, both new
enemies, old enemies, and even upgraded enemies gang together to stop the mario bros. with them,
bario, a plumber like mario but has black overalls and a black cap with a b on it, joins them. using their
new super powers, they defeat all in their path. but can they make it before bowser extracts the giant
power star and big shine sprite from the essence of the mushroom kingdom and dinosaur land?

Prologue
in Dark Land, bowser, the king of all koopas, is in a lab with 3 koopalings. one has weird hair, a sharp
buck tooth, and a single spike on his green shell. one has a rainbow colored mohawk, a single spike on
his green shell, and wear glasses that make him look crazy. one looks like a miny version of bowser.
they all were gathered around a metal table. in the middle was a small, blue cherry.
bowser:is this what you wanted me to see ludwig von koopa?
ludwig:actually, father, it is a "Super Mario Transformer Cherry".
iggy:using-my-mechanical-genius,-ludwigs-smarts,-and-bowser-jr.s-experiances-we-created-an-item-tha
t-allows-you-to-transform-into-mario.
bowser jr.:and now... YOU CAN DO EVERYTHING HE CAN!!!
bowser:hmmmmmmm... I'll DO IT!!!

1 - a new ally
it was a peaceful day in the land of sub-con, land of dreams, the place where mario defeated wart, who
had taken over sub-con. mario, luigi, peach, toad, and toadsworth decided to take a vacation in sub-con.
they were currently having a picnic when suddenly, 10 beezos, 8 albatross's, 6 shyguys, 4 ninji 1's, and
2 green koopas attacked them.
mario:WOW!!! what's up with this?
luigi:i don't know mario, but i do know that we have to beat them!!!
with that said, mario jumped over a shyguy and onto a beezo. the beezo disappeared in a puff of smoke
and mario jumped onto another beezo.
peach:luigi, catch!!!
peach tossed a fire flower to luigi. luigi caught it and ate it. then, luigis overalls turned red, and his
clothes turned white as he became "Fire Luigi". luigi started throwing fireballs at the albatross's above.
the albatross's dropped their bob-ombs (8 in all) and flew away.
luigi:MARIO!!! WATCH OUT!!!
mario grabbed a shyguy and tossed him at an incoming bob-omb. the collision caused an explosion.
mario pulled out a super mushroom and ate to become "Super Mario". mario jumped on a green koopa
and used its shell to defeat all 4 ninji 1's. toad grabbed a egg nearby and threw it at an incoming
bob-omb, causing it to explode, defeating 3 other bob-ombs. then peach grabbed a bob-omb and tossed
it at a shyguy and defeated it. suddenly a green koopa went into its shell and started shell spinning at
peach.
peach:AHHHHHH!!! MARIO, HELP ME!!!
mario:PEACH!!!
suddenly a person who looked exactly like mario but had black overalls and a black cap with a "b" on it,
jumped on the koopa and kicked it over a ledge. 5 beezos looked at the stranger and charged. the
stranger pulled out a starman and started flashing colors. the beezos rammed into the stranger and
disappeared in a cloud of smoke from defeat. mario and luigi quickly defeated the other 3 beezos.
mario:now that thats done... who are you?
luigi:yeah and why does peach look so surprised?
peach:mario... luigi... he can use power-up items exactly like you.
mario and luigi:huh?
???:hello princess toadstool. my name is bario. you're lucky i like sub-con.or else i wouldn't have been
able to guess those sub-son troops were after you guys.
mario:but how can you use power-up items?
bario:dunno.
luigi:where are you from?
bario:brooklyn in the real world.
mario:say do you know the super mario super plumbing business?
bario:yeah... i'm a plumber myself. alhough i'd have to say, compared to both of you, i only do half as
good.
luigi:so you must be pretty good?
mario:good enough to match one of use?
bario:yeah.
toad:how long have you been able to use power-up items like mario and luigi?

bario:since... wait... did you say... mario AND luigi?
toadsworth:why, yes... why do you ask?
bario:cause when i was little, my mom put me up for adoption because i was a crybaby or some other
reason like that. but not before my two little brother mario and luigi were born.
mario"so you mean... whats your last name?
bario:mario.
mario:he really is our brother...
bario:at any rate, ludwig, iggy, and bowser jr. are up to something.
bowser:and it really payed off.
all:BOWSER!!!

2 - Bowsers New Plot
mario:it was you that sent those sub-conian troops after use wasn't it?
bowser:heh... like my new look?
now, bowser looked exactly like mario but wore green overalls and had a "BO" on his cap.
luigi:leap'in luasanga, mario, he looks just like you!!!
bowser:and now, i'm like him. watch.
with that, bowser pulled out a super mushroom and ate it, turning him into "Super Bowser" making him
as tall as mario now.
mario:holy macaroni, he can use power-ups!!!
bowser:yep. and i have 3 fire flowers, a starman, 2 super leaves, 3 blue koopa shells, a wing cap, 2 frog
suits, 2 tanooki suits, and 4 super feathers.
luigi:mario, we can't win. all we have left are a pair of super feathers and a pair of hammer bro. suits.
bario:let me handle this.
mario:its better if...
bario ignored mario and ate a super mushroom and became "Super Bario". then he ate a cyan colored
block and his overalls turned cyan and his clothes turned black as he became "Snow Bario".
mario:what is that?
bario, again, ignored mario and threw a ball of snow, a snow version of a fireball, at bowser. bowser
jumped over it and ate a fire flower. his overalls turned orange and his clothes white as he became "Fire
Bowser". he fired a fireball at bario, but bario jumped over it. then bowser shot a fireball at bario while
bario was in the air and hit him, turning him into super bario.
bario:shoot, that was my last ice block.
bowser:take this!
bowser shot another fireball at bario, but bario jumped over it and pulled out a frog suit. after a cloud of
smoke that appeared around bario disappeared, he was wearing the suit and had become "Frog Bario".
bowser fired another fireball, but bario jumped over it quickly and jumped on bowsers head. then bario
super bounced behind bowser as bowser turned into super bowser. then bowser ate a super leaf and
turned into "Racoon Bowser".bario jumped at bowser again, but bowser whacked bario into a warp pipe
using his tail whip attack. bario turned super again.
bario:not good. i'm down to my last item. the super feather!!!
with that, bario pulled out a super feather and became "Cape Bario". then bario and bowser took to the
skies and flew at each other. bario used cape spin, and bowser used tail whip. both attacks canceled
each other out and they turned super.
bario:oh man... not good.
bowser:prepare to be schooled!!!
with that, bowser pulled out a starman and started flashing colors. bowser ran at bario at incredible
speed and rammed him into a warp pipe. this turned bario into super bario. however, bario looked like he
was in bad condition. luckily, the starmans invincibility effect wore off.
bowser:time to finish you off.
suddenly, bowser was hit by a fireball thrown by luigi. bowser turned into normal bowser.
bowser:NO!!! WITHOUT A SUPER MUSHROOM, I CAN'T TURN INTO ANYTHING!!!
mario:sorry bowser, but we can't let you beat our new friend
bowser:this isn't over.

with that, bowser left, via, a warp pipe.
peach:he's hurt bad... mario we have to get him to my castle quickly.
mario:say no more princess.
with that mario pulled out a super feather and turned into "Cape Mario".
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